
Corymbia tessellaris  (Carbeen or Moreton Bay Ash) 

     This is a tree that tolerates a wide range of conditions – annual rainfall from 500 mm. to 

3500 mm., altitude from sea level to 450 m. It occurs along the entire east coast of 

Queensland and to as far west as Charleville, and from northern N.S.W. to New Guinea. The 

most northern gum tree on the tip of Cape York is said to be a Corymbia tessellaris. This 

extensive distribution causes descriptions of the tree to also range widely. It may be 35 m. 

tall with a straight trunk or a 3 to 5 m. dwarf with a bent and twisted trunk, stunted by coastal 

exposure. There are some good examples of the latter on the David Low Way at the 

beginnings of tracks into the East Weyba Section of Noosa National Park. 

 

 

      

     But no matter where it grows, the tree has a feature which makes it instantly recognizable 

– the stocking of rough, tessellated bark at its base from which it derives its species name, 

tessellaris. It’s sometimes called a half bark but is very much a gum, with the bark above the 

stocking shedding annually to reveal a smooth grey-green trunk which fades to grey-white. 

The leaves are long and narrow, glaucous on both sides, and droop vertically on pendulous 

branchlets giving the tree a pleasing habit.  



        

      

     The common name Moreton Bay Ash is a little misleading. Possibly named by timber-

getting pioneers for its superficial resemblance to Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans), its 

heartwood is dark and unlike the paler coloured, highly valued timber of Mountain Ash, in 

turn named for its similarity to the unrelated European Ash (Fraxinus spp). And of course, it’s 

by no means restricted to Moreton Bay. The alternative 

common name Carbeen, of Aboriginal origin, is probably 

more fitting.  

     It has been placed by Pryor and Johnson (1971) in the 

subgenus Blakella, a small group consisting of seven or 

eight species called the Paper-fruited Bloodwoods which 

also includes Corymbia papuana (Ghost Gum). More 

recently, these species had their genus reclassified from 

Eucalyptus to Corymbia. The Woody-fruited Bloodwoods 

(which include Pink Bloodwood and Lemon Scented Gum) 

also became Corymbias and are notable for their 

conspicuous flower panicles held terminally on the 

outside of the tree’s canopy. In contrast, the flowers of the 

former group are arranged in axillary umbels which, in the 

case of C. tessellaris, usually appear in January/February.  



                                             

Flowering was particularly 

heavy this year and for 

several months we 

observed a tree in our 

garden being visited by 

bees and lorikeets for 

nectar, then corellas for 

the quick-maturing seeds. 

By the end of March, it had 

been practically stripped 

bare but with good 

autumn rain soon regained 

its former leafy splendour.  

                 

      

      

     As a garden tree for a position exposed to coastal winds it is hard to beat – amenable to 

shaping, slow growing on sandy soil (which can be an advantage with Eucalypts and 

Corymbias) and of a graceful appearance. 
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